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The goal of the present research was to investigate the extent to
which acoustic cues other than the silent gap cbrresponding to closure
duration might figure in the discrimination cif geminate and non-
geminate voiceless stops. The method, adapted from earlier studies
on duration cues, w:rs to create two sets of stimuli $'ith the length of
the silent interval varying incrementally between that of a non-
geminate and that of a geminate. One set was made by artfficially
lengthening the silent interval of an original non-geminate in 10 ms
steps up to the length of a geminate, and the other set was made by
shortening an original gerninate in the same manner. Starting with
recorded minimal word pain with geminate and non-geminate stops
in Turkish and Bengali, sets of stimuli were constructed as described
above. These stimuli were presented to native speaken of the
respective languages in a word identification task, and the results
were charted to see whether the identification curves were the same
for the original geminates as for the original non-geminates. The
result was that the curves did differ, the original geminates being
identified as geminates slightly more frequently than original non-
geminates at closure durations between 120 and 160 ms. The
difference was statistically significant for at least some poinS on the
curve. However, in contrast to earlier studies on consonant duration
contrasts, the displacements found were less than 10 ms on the time
axis, and the region of sigrificant difference between the
identification curves confined entirely to a segment of the time
continuum in which no naturally occurring stimuli are found. Our
conclusion is that in actual speech recognition there is no evidence
that cues other than closwe duration play a role in the discrimination
of geminate and non-geminate stops in these le nguages.
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1. Introduction

In an earlier study (Lahiri & Hankamer, 1988) of consonantal length oppositions in
two unrelated languages, Bengali and Turkish,l we established that the silent
interval corresponding to closure duration is an overriding perceptual cue for the
discrimination of long (geminate) and short (non-geminate) voiceless stops in those
languages. The consonant length opposition in these languages is the type generally
recognized by phoneticians as a geminate us. non-geminate distinction, as opposed
to other possible distinctions involving length. The opposition is found only in
intervocalic position, where the geminate consonant is always heterosyllabic'and the
simple consonant is always tautosyllabic. Several standard works insist on a
distinction between this type of opposition and any opposition involving consonant
length in which both long and short consonants may be tautosyllabic. Abercrombie
(1967, p. 82), for example, reserves the term "long consonant" for tautosyllabic long
consonants, using the term "double consonant" for articulations extending across a
syllable boundary. trhiste (1970, p. ,14) draws a similar distinction, using the term
"geminate" in place of Abercrombie's "double consonant".2 The purpose of the
present study is to investigate further the dominance of the closure duration cue in
the geminate vs. non-geminate distinction, making use of a more delicate
perimental technique. We will also examine (by measurement, but not

ex-
by

manipulation) acoustic factors other than the duration cue which might serve as
auxiliary cues in the discrimination between geminates and non-geminates, and
attempt to assess thg extent to which such factors play a role in geminate us.
non-geminate recognition in speech perception.

There have been studies indicating that closure duration is a significant cue in the
perception of consonantal length contrasts (Pickett & Decker, 1960; Obrecht, 1965;
Repp, 1978, 1983). There have also, however, been studies suggesting that closure
duration may play a role in the distinction of contrasts not traditionally associated
with length, such as voiced us. voiceless (Lisker, 1957) and fortis us. lenis (Elugbe &
Hombert, 1.975), and that in at least some cases acoustic cues other than closure
duration may play a role in the discrimination of contrasts traditionally treated as
length or geminate us. non-geminate oppositions. Lisker (1958), for example, found
that duration differences co-occurred with differences in voiced us. voiceless and
tense ur. lax in Tamil occlusives, an opposition treated traditionally and or-
thographically as a geminate us. non-geminate distinction. Abramson (1987a) found
that Pattani Malay speakers can distinguish between long and short voiceless stops
in utterance-initial position, where the actual duration of the closure is not reflected
in an audible feature of the signal.

Such findings are perhaps not surprising. The geminate us. non-geminate
opposition is often associated impressionistically with features other than length,
such as aspiration, affrication, "tenseness", and length of the preceding vowel (cf.,
for example, Catford, 1977, pp. 200-202,210-2ll). Taken together with the results

I Henceforth, where there is no danger of confusion, we use the term "closure duration" (CD) to refer
to the acoustic measure most directly corresponding to the articulatory duration of closure. In the case of
voiceless stops, this will be the duration of the silent interval.

- Catford (1977,p.210) repeats the above, and gocs on to say that the term "geminate" is to lrc
rcstricted to cases where the articulation of the consonant does not cross a morpheme boundary. In
Lahiri & Hankamer ('19!il. v e showed that pholretically there are no differ,':, c:. in the two languagcs
studied, between tautourcrphrmic and heteromorphemic geminates.
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of the studies mentioned above, this indicates that for any consonant opposition
involving length, even where the duration cue is found to be dominant, a question
remains as to the presence and relative value of other acoustic properties as cues to
the distinction. we propose to address this question for the case of the geminate us.
non-geminate opposition in voiceless stops, as characterized above and as ex-
emplified in Turkish and Bengali.

In our earlier experiment, we tested the perceptual salience of closure duration as
a cue to the geminate us. non-geminate opposition in Turkish and Bengali by
cross-splicing the part of the signal corresponding to closure duration between
geminate and non-geminate voiceless stops. Subjects asked to identify the artificial
stimuli consistently identified the cross-spliced geminates as non-geminates and ulbe
uersa. This experiment demonstrated that the closure duration cue overrides any
other cues that may be present in the signal, when the closure duration is that of a
naturally occurring geminate or non-geminate.3

In order to get a more delicate measure of the effect of secondary cues which
might be present in the signal, we have adapted a method developed by Lisker
(1957) for the study of duration cues in the voiced us. voiceless opposition, and
subsequently used by Elugbe & Hombert (1925) in a study of the fortis us. lenis
opposition and by Lisker (1958), Fukui (1978), and Abramson (19g7b) in studies of
consonant length.

The idea is to create two sets of stimuli with closure duration varying
incrementally between that of a non-geminate and that of a geminate. one set is
made by artificially lengthening an original non-geminate in 10 ms steps up to the
length of a geminate, and the other set is made by shortening an original giminate
in the same manner. Subjects are then asked to identify the stimuli. A comparison
of the resulting response curves (percentage geminate responses at each duration for
the two sets of stimuli) will reveal the presence of secondary cues, if there are any,
affecting the identification of the stimuli as geminate or non-geminate.

Lisker (1957), employing this method, found a roughly 30 ms displacement in the
crossover point between voiced us. voiceless judgments of intervocalic stops in
English, depending on whether the stimuli were created from original voiced itops
or from original voiceless stops. Elugbe & Hombert (1925) found a roughly 20ms
displacement (approximate, measured from the graphs they present) foi the fortis
us. lenis opposition in Ghotuo nasals. Thus, as Lisker (1952, p. 47) pointed out, the
displacement of the response curves along the time axis provides a measure of the
effect of cues other than duration in biasing responses to the stimuli. The greater the
displacement, the more salient the other cues are in comparison to the dultion cue.
This method provides an indirect way of measuring the effect of secondary cues
even when it is not known what they are.

Despite the fact that there have been several studies of consonant duration
employing this method,a only two (the Marathi experiment reported in Lisker (195g)

3As Lisker (1958) noted, absolute closure durations vary considerably with speech rate and context (in
particular, they tend to be longer in isolated words). Our samples wjre all words spoken in isolation,
with the speakers instructed to speak at a "normal" rate of utteiance. The "naturally occurring" closure
durations we refer to are those found in this context.a Some earlier studies on consonant duration (obrecht, 1965; Repp, 197g, 19g3) used synthesized
stimuli, varying only duration, "lg l^","T would not reveal anything about secondary'cues. Eiperiments
like that of Pickett & Deckrr (1960), in which the duration wal increment.rd in',.nly one iirection,
similarly would not reveiil r; .-: ci;ect of secondary cues.
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and the brief study of Japanese in Fukui (1978)) have dealt with clear instances of
the geminate us. non-geminate contrast as found in Bengali and Turkish, even
though these languages probably represent the most typical case. In these languages,
the consonant length opposition exists only in intervocalic position, and the
geminate consonants are always heterosyllabic. Thus the opposition is not found in
any contexts where a cue other than closure duration would be necessary for
discrimination, as is the case in Pattani Malay. In our earlier production study, we
found no measurable properties of the signal that seemed likely candidates for
reliable secondary cues, in contrast to the case of the voiced us. voiceless opposition
studied by Lisker (1957).

As background to our own study, we describe the experiment reported in Lisker
(1958), in which the Marathi pair (mata, matte) was manipulated. Lisker incre-
mented the CD (silent interval corresponding to closure duration) of mate in 20 ms
intervals and decremented the CD of matte similarly to create two sets of artificial
stimuli. When the stimuli were played back to the Marathi speaker who produced
the original words, he identified those with CD up to and including 120 ms
(excluding the two shortest stimuli, at 40 and 60 ms duration, which he could not

. identify as words and .reported as containing a voiced stop) as mate and those with
CD 160ms and greater as matte. For the two stimuli with CD of 1zt0ms, he
identified the one which had been created from original mata as mate, and the one
that had been created from original matte as matte. Lisker concluded (p. 301) that
"whatever the differences between the two words other than the one of closure
duration, they produce only about a 20 ms shift in the boundary value between t and
tt". s

Aside from the fact that this experiment involved only one minimal pair, the
results tell somewhat less than they appear to about the magnitude of the
displacement caused by the secondary cues. Lisker is no doubt correct in his main
conclusion, which is that closure duration is shown to be a major cue; but the
magnitude of the displacement effect could be anywhere between almost zero and
40 ms, and still be consistent with the observations. There is, after all, only one
observation point in the crossover region between I20 and 160 ms. If we are
interested in an accurate assessment of the magnitude of the contribution of
secondary cues in the discrimination of such stimuli, it will be necessary to replicate
this experiment with a greater number of observations.

In the present paper, we will show that the displacement effect of secondary cues
in the geminate us. non-geminate opposition in Turkish and Bengali is considerably
less than the effects found for the oppositions studied by earlier investigators
mentioned above. We will show that on investigating a number of minimal pain
rather than just one, the secondary effects vary considerably across different word
pairs, and have no systematic correspondence with observed acoustic differences.
we will argue that whatever secondary cues there are, there is no reason to believe
that they have an effect on the discernment of geminates ur. non-geminates in actual
speech, the single relevant cue being duration of the silent interval.

5In addition to the one native speaker of Marathi, Lisker had five native speakers of English, who
knew no Marathi, judge the stimuli as to length and place of articulation. Whil; Lisker claimea (p: 301)
thi,t these speaken' phonetic judgments were "in very close agreement with the Marathi spiaker'i
phonemic discriminations", a close examination of the figures he presents (p. 300) indicates tirut th"y
show a crossover in perccli .omewhere around 1.()-160 rns for both sets of:1iiruli, but they do noi
clearly show a shift along L[<r duration axis differcntiating the two sets.
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2. Method

Earlier studies have typically been based on stimuli derived by manipulation of a
single minimal pair. Given the clear dominance of the duration cue found in our
earlier study, and the relative weakness of features of the signal that might serve as
secondary cues, we decided to use several minimal pairs as the basis for our stimuli
in both languages investigated.

In constructing the test stimuli we used six minimal word pain in Bengali and seven
in Turkish. For each language, a native speaker read the word pairs, which were
recorded in a sound-proof booth on a Nagra 4.2 tape recorder. The words used in
the experiment are listed in the Appendix. Since no published frequency data are
available, we relied on the subjective judgments of the native speakers to ensure
that for each pair the words were equally well known.

The Bengali words all contained tautomorphemic geminates, while the geminates
in the Turkish words were all derived by concatenation. We restricted ourselves to
coronal stops (dental and retroflex in Bengali ahd dental in Turkish) because in
Turkish it is difrcult to find minimal pain involving geminate us. non-geminate
contrasts in common words at other places of articulation.

The test words were digitized on a VAX 11./750 computer with a sampling rate of
z0Krrz. Since the main purpose of this experiment was to investigate the
contribution of the secondary cues, we systematically measured all the acoustic
details of the original test stimuli that seemed likely to turn out to be relevant. The
acoustic information is given in Tables I and II. Besides the closure duration, the
duration of the preceding vowel, and the vor, we also measured the duration of
the vowel offramp (voFF) in the first syllable.6 Debrock (197g) found that the
vowel offramp was shorter for fortis consonants than when a lenis consonanr
followed. Perhaps the slope of the vowel offramp could potentially be more or less
steep as a function of whether a single or a double consonant followed. Following
Debrock (1978) and van den Broecke & van Heuven (1983), we defined this as thi
point halfway in time between the x)vo and l\vo points of the maximum energy of
the vowel. This definition is commonly used in non-speech stimuli. However, as
pointed out by van den Broecke & van Heuven, it is difficult to pinpoint the exact
location of maximum energy in a normal speech waveform since the steady state of a
vowel is never quite level. If, in the steady state of the vowel, there was equally.high
energy in more than one moment in time, we took the rightmost point as the point
of maximum energy. All four duration measures are given in Table I.

As suggested in Abramson (r987a), the longer duration of the closure for
geminates may lead to a higher amplitude upon the release of a long plosive. Since
the release characteristics of the relevant consonant's could become especially
important in ambiguous situations, we also took two RMS measures. The firsi
measure was the RMS value of the burst and the second was that of the entire
second syllable (cf. Abramson, 1987a). Since absolute RMS values cannot be
compared, both measures were normalized with respect to the first vowel. Both
acoustic measures are included in Table II. In addition to the RMS values of the
burst, we also took the impulse index (Fant, 1970). This measure (IMp, intensity x
duration) was obtained by taking the RMS plus 20log[length] (length in numbei of
samples) of the burst. Similar to the other RMS mea-.ures, these values were

"The offramp measure was suggested by one ,;i. rhc reviewers.
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Tes'-e I. closure duration, vor, duration of preceding vowel, and vowel offramp
duration for all Bengali and Turkish words (in ms). G Jgeminate, NG
nongeminate

VOT Preceding vowel Vowel offramp

NG

Bengali
pata-pa!: a
Jo(i-Jo[:i
lr[o-lrl:o

tfoto-tJbot:o
prlon-pr!:on

bbig-bhil:i

Mean

Turkish
ata-at:a

batr-bat:r
ete-et:e
eti-et:i
ota-ot:a

yata-yat:.a
yau-yat:r

Mean

48.20 183.65
91.90 194.95
75.20 193.65
46.80 176.45
70.85 179.35
87.60 194.70

70.w 187.13

60.90 195.90
78.10 201.10
62.70 210.00
77.ffi 194.10
62.30 20I.90
s3.40 zIt.n
77.ffi 20r.90

67 .51 ,202 .29

18.90 9.95
18.80 19.65
18.55 t7.65
21.ffi 19.85
19.85 19.80
19.30 21..20

9.q ft.o2

31.50 2s.ff i
,{0.00 25.80
37.70 32.X
48.30 44.40
44.N 25.00
31.50 28.30
$.q 30.90

39.49 30.41

125.90 t2t.35
122.55 109.15
138.6s r23.70
118.85 115.50
138.70 r29.30
118.65 131.35
t27.22 12t.73

111.10 118.60
124.60 118.90
115.30 116.20
133.70 118.60
119.00 tn30
128.44 124.20
r29.30 138.10

r23.M r23.t3

60.90 59.65
42.45 48.80
53.70 47.30
43.00 42.20
53.55 43.10
34.30 45.80
47.98 47.8r

34.4A 38.10
30.30 31.30
40.60 y.m
32.30 37.70
26.ffi 33.40
29.30 32.50
34.q 37.2n

32.56 35.01

TesLe II. RMS values of burst, second syllabre, and impulse index (all values
T,Tu*"d,b.y^rubtracting from. RMS of first v_owel). and non_normaiized impulse
index, for all Bengali and rurkish words (in dB). G = geminate, NG: nongiminate

Second syllable
Non-normalized

Impulse index impulse index

NG

Bengali
paF-pa!:a
Jo{i-Jo1:i
lclo-lc!:o

tfoto-tJhot:o
pclon-pr[:on

bhiti-bhit:i

fU"un

Turkish
aut-at:a

batr-bat:r
ete-€t:e
eti-et:i
ota-ot:a

yata-yat:a
yatl yat:l

Mean

16.0 13.0
16.0 13.0
15.0 13.0
r4.0 12.0
10.0 6.0
16.0 19.0

14.5 t2.7

18.0 t7.0
25.0 20.O
22.0 25.0
23.0 22.0
23.0 25.0
18.0 19.0
24.0 18.0
21.9 20.9

87.9 83.7
87.8 90.1
86.1 87.4
89.2 90.9
n.4 93.9
87.7 89.1

88.2 89.2

77.2 75.6
75.8 76.4
76.1, 74.5
77.3 79.2
80.0 '7s.2
79.1 77.6
77.4 8i 0

77.6 i-i ."t

6.0
3.0

-1.0
1 .0

-2.O
2.0

l . l

-4.0
-2.O
-3.0
-2.0

1.0
-4.0
-2.O

-2.0
0.0

-2.0
-4.0
-4.0

1.0
-1 .8

-7.O
-4.0
-1.0
-2.0

0.0
-3.0
-3.0

-2.9

35.8
3s.0
36.6
39.1
42.2
35.9

37.4

32.1
26.9
29.6
30.6
29.4
30.1
28.6

29.6

33.3
38.4
38.4
40.0
45.7
33.6

38.2

J  L . Z

27.9
) 5 n
3 1 . 1
22.9
30.2
J I . J

?4.5
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Fig[re 1, Sample waveforms for the geminate/noD-geminate pair pJlon-
pr!:on indicating the end points of the closures.

normalized (NIMP) with respect to the first vowel. Normalized (NIMP) and
non-normalized IMP values are also listed in Table II.

Pairwise comparisons of each acoustic dimension showed significant differences
for closure duration in both languages (p < 0.001), VOT in Turkish (p < 0.01), and
RMS values of the second syllable (p < 0.05) in Bengali.

To construct the test stimuli, using a waveform editor, we replaced the silent
interval corresponding to the closure of both the non-geminate and the geminate
stop consonants by silence intervals of 60, 100, 110, L20, 130, 140, 150, 160, 120,
180, and 200 ms. Sample waveforms for a geminate/non-geminate pair indicating
the end points of the closure durations are given in Fig. 1.7

We decided on these intervals on the basis of our production data (Lahiri &
Hankamer, 1988) and a pilot perceptual study which showed that intervals shorter
than 100 ms would always lead to non-geminate responses, and intervals longer than
180 ms would always be identified as geminates.8 Therefore, we took equal intervals
of 10 ms between these two durations for the manipulated stimuli, with 60 and
200 ms as the enil points to more closely match the original production stimuli. Thus

7 We took the silent interval representing the closure duration to begin when the vowel had completelv
died out. Thus any information associated with the preceding vowel would be retained in the part-of thi
signal that we did not manipulate.

oln our earlier production study (Lahiri & Hankamer, 1988), involving several speakers of each
language, we found considerable variation from speaker to speaker in the absolute lengih of the closure
durations of the stops, which possit,iy is correlated with rate of utterance and other iactors which are
difficult to contr ,l in cross-speakei Lomparisons (cf. Lisker, 1958. p 299). For the present experiment we
created thc ililqeli stimuli from originals with durations shorier riri.!.r the norm for Beneili, but verv
. : _ : l - -  .  .  1 l _ . . .  ̂  , . €  ^ t , r  T , , . v i r h  ^ . i o i n a l .
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11 new stimuli were created for each word of a pair, so that including the originals
we had a total of 144 test stimuli in Bengali and 168 in Turkish. For both
experiments we made three separate sets of randomizations of the stimuli, ensuring
that no sequences of the same word or of a word and its (non-)geminate counterpart
occurred. The test items were preceded by two sets of 10 practice items which
consisted of manipulated instantiations of one "non-geminate" word and one
"geminate" word as well as their original counterparts.

The stimuli were then recorded on audiotape (using an Uher CR240 cassette
recorder and AGFA CrO2 Stereochrorne HD60 cassettes). Three test tapes were
made, each containing the practice items and one of the three randomized versions
of the test items.

2.1. Subjects

All the subjects were native speakers of the test language. In the Bengali
experiment there were seven subjects per randomization. The experiment was run in
Calcutta, usually in a residential environment. For the Turkish experiment, there
were seven to nine subjects per randomization; the experiment was run in
Nijmegen, The Netherlands, in the local club house for Turkish employees or at the
subjects' homes. The subjects listened to the tapes through Sennheiser HD222 or
HD224 headphones. Their task was to write down the word they thought they heard
(the experiment was free choice). The Bengali subjects used their native script, the
Turkish subjects the standard Turkish orthography.

3. Results

The Bengali subjects (21 in all) responded correctly to all the original stimuli, and
for the manipulated stimuli, they always wrote down an orthographically correct
version of one of the words of the relevant pairs.

Some of the Turkish subjects, on the other hand, responded incorrectly to some
of the original stimuli or responded with words containing a consonant other than the
ones recorded (geminate and non-geminate voiceless dental). Some responded with
non-standard spellings. This difference between the Bengali and Turkish subjects is
probably a reflection of the fact that all the Bengali subjects were college educated,
while the Turkish subjects, although literate, typically had only a few years of
schooling.

The subjects' responses were scored according to whether they contained a
non-geminate or a geminate consonant. Five of the Turkish subjects had less than
80Vo correct responses to the original stimuli, and these five were not included in the
subsequent analysis. All Turkish subjects included (18 in all, six per randomization
of the stimuli) scored 85Vo or better on responses to the original stimuli.

Figures 2 and 3 show the mean percentage geminate responses at different closure
durations to Bengali and Turkish stimuli. The solid line is the curve indicating
geminate responses to stimuli created from original non-geminates; the broken line
i. ,lie curve incii.:ating geminate respo;\c . to stimuli created from original
lLcrninates.
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Ifgure 2. Mean percentage geminate responses at different closure durations
to Bengali stimuli. The solid line is the curve indicating geminate responses ro
stimuli created from original non-geminates; the broke;-line is the cuwe
indicating geminate responses to stimuli created hom original geminates.
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f"€ure 3. Mean percentage geminate responses at different closure duations
to Turkish stimuli. The solid line plots responses to the stimuli created ftom
original non-geminates and the broken [n; indicates responses to stimuli
from original geminates.

4. Discussion
These results are superficially similar to those of previous incremental duration
studies. The response curves are not identical, responses to stimuli created from
original geminates crossing over from non-geminate to geminate about g ms earlier,
in both languages, than responses to stimuli created from original non-geminates (at
the 50Vo point, 10 ms for Bengali and 6 ms for Turkish).

The differences appear to be significant, though marginally so: a t-test on the
means showed the Bengali responses to d:.fer significantly, at the 0.05 level, at 130,
150, and 160 ms, bui r. 1 at other poiits on the .r-axis. An :.:.ierisk below a

t = oRIGllt LLt liol-cEillillE
o . oRlcrill-rY c€{IiATa

a = onlGIilALl-Y llolt-cEl|l AfE
o = 0RI6IUILY GTIIMTE
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particular CD value indicates that the geminate responses at that value differ
significantly depending on whether the original stimulus was a geminate or a
non-geminate. The Turkish responses differ significantly (at the 0.05 level) at 120
and 160 ms. Thus significant differences are found in roughly the same range,
between L20-160 ms, for both sets of stimuli. The Bengali curves are slightly
displaced to the right compared to the Turkish curves (approx. 10ms). We must
conclude, following Lisker and Elugbe & Hombert, that when the closure duration
cue is ambiguous, secondary cues contribute information which subjects are
sensitive to in making a forced categorization.

There are, however, differences between these results and those presented in the
other studies. First, the displacements between the curves in our results are smaller
than those found by Lisker (1957) and Elugbe & Hombert (1975). Lisker's curves
(for the contrast between voiced and voiceless stops in post-stress intervocalic
position in English) are displaced by 30 ms along the duration axis, and Elugbe &
Hombert's (for the fortis-lenis opposition) by about 20, while ours are less than
10 ms for both languages.

second, in the earlier studies only one pair of words was manipulated; our results
are averaged over several pairs, so we may also examine pair-wise comparisons.
Figures 4 and 5 give the response curves for each word pair. As in the averaged
curves, an asterisk below a particular CD value indicates that the geminate
responses at that value differ significantly (at the 0.05 level) depending on whether
the original stimulus was a geminate or a non-geminate. The response curves for
different minimal pairs in Bengali and rurkish show considerable variation. The
word pairs tJhoto/tfot:o and [cto/[c[:o in Bengali, and ete/et:e, batr/bat:r and
atalat:a in Turkish do not show significant differences at any cD value. For the
other word pairs, no single cD value can be isolated as consistently showing a
significant difference.

Let us now consider what secairdary cues might be present in the signal which
could possibly contribute to differentiating the consonants. Comparing the values
in Tables I and II, we can see that there are few obvious differences other than
closure duration between the two sets of consonants that were used as stimuli for
our experiments. As we noted earlier, the only acoustic measures that were found to
be significantly different in the original stimuli were vor in Turkish and the RMS
difference between preceding and following vowel in Bengali.

In our earlier study, with different subjects, we found a significant overall
difference in the length of the preceding vowel in Bengali, though the difference was
not significant for every subject. It appears that we can eliminate the vowel length
difference as the operative secondary cue in the current experiment, because it does
not correlate with differences in the response curves.

compare the values in Table I and the matching response curves in Fig. 4
(individual curves in Bengali). The pairs bhi$-bhit:i and oti-ot:i have similar
response curves in the critical range between 120-i60 ms and we might expect
matching differences in the secondary cues. For both pairs the most visible
difference is in the duration of the vowel in the initial syllable. In comparing the
first pair we find a 12.7 ms difference in duration, the vowel before the non-geminate
being shorter. The exact opposite situation exists for the second pair. 

-There 
is

almost the same difference in vowel duration (13.4 ms), but here the vowcl
preceding the non-1:c', ate is longer ti,zn that preceding its gearii,ate counterpart.
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Figure 4. Percentage geminate responses to Bengali stimuli for each word
pair. The solid lines plot responses to the stimuli created from orisinal
non-geminates and the broken lines indicate responses to stimuti irom the
corresponding geminates.

Closure duration

If the vowel duration cue was being used by listeners for the ambiguous stimuli, the
response curves for the two word pairs should have been reversed rather than being
identical. Consequently, it does not appear that it can be the vowel duration that is
servin{ as the secondarv cue.

In the data of the current experiment, 'he only factor besides clc,:ure duration
tirat was found to be sigi...,--ant in Bengali was the RMS differeircc in the second
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syllable (cf. Table II). Even this, however, dcies not appear to be a good candidate
for a consistent secondary cue. The pairs bhili/b\1:i, tJhoto/tfof:o, and pata/pa!:a
show increasing differences in RMS values-*L.0,5.0 and 8.0dB respectively. The
response curves,_ however, do not show corresponding differences. The pairs
pa[a/pa[:a and bhili/b\1:i (which show the greatest and least differences in RfvfS)
significantly differ only at one CD value (130ms), while the words tfoto/tJhot:o,
with an intermediate difference in RMS, have almost identical response curves.
Similarly, from the differences in the response curves, it is not possible to predict the
differences in RMS values due to the lack of any obvious correspondence. The pair
which shows the maximum significant differences in the curves is Joti/Jot:i. The
3.0 dB difference in RMS, however, falls in between the RMS difrerence in
tfop/tJho1:o (5.0d8 with identical curves) and bhilVb\1:i (1.0dB with the curves
differing significantly at one CD value).

The Turkish data are more variable than the Bengali, due perhaps to the
differences in the subject pools mentioned in Section 3. The only measure other
than CD that differs significantly is the VOT; however, there is great variation in the
VOT difference from one pair to another (ranging from 3.2 to 19.0ms). The three
pairs with the most widely differing values for VOT (batr.-bat:1, ota-ot:a, yatr.-yat:u)
do not show significantly different response curves compared with the other pairs. In
fact, the pairs yatr.-yat: r, and yata-yat:a appear to contribute equally to the general
bias toward geminate responses to original geminate stimuli, even though their
VOTs differ greatly (13 ms us. 3 ms), and the pair with the greatest VOT difference
(ota-ot:a, 19 msec) shows virtually no difference in the response curves in the range
120-160 ms, where the average curve differs most significantly.

The data were also examined to determine wh/ther any particular acoustic
dimension is statistically correlated with the percentage geminate responses. For
each pair, the difference in the eight acoustic measures (see Tables I and II) was
correlated with the difference in percentage geminate responses at the points where
there were overall significant differences (130, 150 and 160ms for Bengali, and 120
and 160ms for Turkish). The correlations do not show a systematic pattern. In
Bengali, at 150 ms the NIMP measure correlates significantly with the geminate
responses (p--0.0I7, r-0.903), while at 160ms, the VOFF measure shows
significant correlation (p :0.013, r :0.905). No other correlations were significant.
In Turkish, none of the correlations were significant. This corroborates the
conclusions we have drawn from inspection of the individual response curves:
nothing that we were able to measure in the acoustic properties of the stimuli
systematically correlates with the differences in the response curves, and the nature
of the hidden cue or cues remains a mvstery.

5. Conclusion

our experiments have shown that the responses of both Bengali and rurkish
subjects are biased by secondary features of the acoustic signal when the closure
duration cue is in the ambiguous region between 120-160 ms. Examination of the
properties of the stimuli, however, failed to revcal any feature which could
systematically be counted on to provide a secc,;rdary cue. Hence we do;:ot know
the source of the bias, nr,r - ''\rn whether it is due to a single feati.re rn either
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language. Possibly the bias is due to a combination of cues, each by itself too subtle
for our measurements to detect.

we can, of course, rule out lexical bias of the kind found by Ganong (19g0), since
both members of our minimal pairs were real words; simiiarly, it 

-selms 
safe to

assume that there is no significant contamination by frequency'effects, given the
number of pairs examined and the similar results for the two unrelated languages.

It is of course not surprising that there should be secondary features associated
with closure duration in the production of geminate and non-geminate stops. what
is surprising, in the light of earlier studies such as Lisker (1957)] is the comparatively
small _effect in perceptiorr produced by these secondary cues, along *itt tt "i,
variatility and subtlety. our failure to isolate any single cue, for eith'er language,
which might account for the perceptual bias is a drstinJuy negative .Jl;'*" huu",
however, learned some things which can be taken as posiiive iesults. Fint, ttrat only
closure duration, of the several features of the signai that we measured, serr.s as areliable cue to the geminate us. non-geminate distinction, across speakers and wordpairs in_these two ranguages. Second, that the region in which the bias is evident is
confined to the range 120-160 ms, a region in wtrictr no naturally occ'rring stops
exist in the sample utterances used in the experiment.

In interpreting the results of our study, we address two questions: first, what is thesignificance of the much ,smaner displacement arong the time axis that we found
compared with those of^the-Lisker (1957), Elugbe & Hombert ifeZS;, _O
Abramson (r987b) studies? and second, what'do the experiments tell us about cues
actually used in perception of the geminate us. non-geminate contrast in normal
speech? The answer to the first question, we berieve, is that there is a relation
between the phonological status of a duration distinction and its phonetic manifesta-
tion. The opposition we have studied is one intrinsically linied to the syllabre
struct *e,of the language: geminate consonants only appeai as a final consonant ofone syllable joined with an initial consonant of anotheisyllable. The Lisker (1957)
and Elugbe & Hombert (1975) studies established tirat duration fiouio"o "significant cue in certain oppositions which, while they certainly involve iuration asa relevant cue, are. phonologically not the same type as the geminate us.non-geminate opposition found in Turkish and Bengali. 

-w" 
.unnot ill, t orn tt "descriptions presented, whether the oppositions there ever involve heterosyllabic

consonants, but they certainly appear to be oppositions that can be found in
utterance initial position. perhaps it is the case that the difference in effect ofsecondary cues correlates with the possibility of contrast in other than intervocalic
position.

consider, for example, the difrerence between our resurts and those of Abram_
l9n: *h9 found a displacement of between 20 and 30 ms in pattani rururui. r"tt"nr
Malay has a long us. short opposition in word-initial, and herrce iotentiaflyutterance-initial, position, where for voiceless stops closure duration could not be acue at all. For any langua.ge which has the oppoiition for voiceles. ,rop. in otherthan,intervocalic position, it is clear that it cannot be distinguished in such a position
by closure duration alone, even if that is a strong cue in some environments. AsAbramson (1987b) himself points out (p- r49), ranguages like pattani Malay where aconsonant length opposition is found in word-initiai position are relatiiely rare.Languages like Turkish and Bengari, with the distribuiion .,.,f ,"eminates suci, thatclosure duratio* i:::.irr: could always ire a sufficient cue, reil:,,sciir the common ciise.
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To the second question, the answer is that the silent gap of the closure is by far
the most salient and perhaps the only dependable "o". oo, results show that
subjects can be sensitive to.acoustic cues present in artificially created stimuli, where
the cD cue is rendered uninformative. They do not tell us anything about whether
these secondary cues are.relevant 

-in the categorization oi natiraily occurring
consonants in real speech, since the effects of the secondary cues are tound only in i
narrow region within the no-man's-land on the CD-continuum where no naturally
occurring stops exist.e

we know now that there must be cues other than closure duration present in the
naturally occurring samples which bias the percept when the duration cue is in the
ambiguous region. The extent of,the bias, however, is smaller than that found in
studies of other contrasts involving duration and perceptible only in the aggregate
sample, not reliably in the responses to stimuli from individual woid pairs. If we had
studied one such pair, taken at random, we might have found the bi;s and we might
not. we conclude that, whatever the secondary cues are, their effect is surprisffi
small even when the duration cue is maximally ambiguous, and the variations in the
response curves to individual pairs indicates that they are probably not very reliable
cues. There is no reason to- believe that they have any value at ati in tte per"eption
of real speech, where the dominant duration cue clearly determines tt" "l"t"gory or
the stop.

There is, consequently, no reason not to believe that the geminate uJ. non_
geminate opposition in languages like Turkish and Bengali, whejhe distribution ofgeminates is restricted to intervoc^alic qo_sition, is systematically a contrast in nothing
but length, the acoustic measure for which is the duration of ilosure.

The waveform editing system at the Max-planck
Henning Reetz.

Speech Laboratory was developed bv
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Appendix. Bengati and Turkish wordsro

Non-geminate Geminate

Bengali
pala leaf pa[:a whereabouts
Joti virtuous wife Jo!:i truth
l.[o so much IJI:o fundamental truth
tJholo small, petty tfot:o very tiny
pJlon downfall pJl:on settlement, foundation
bhili fear bhi!:i base, root

Turkish
ata horse (dat) at:a horse (loc)
batr west bat:i sink (past)
ete meat (dat) et:e meat (loc)
eti meat (acc) et:i do (past)
ota grass (dat) ot:a grass (loc)
yata yacht (dat) yat:a yacht (loc)
yati yacht (acc) yat:r lie down (past)

r0 For reference, the reader may consult the following dictionaries: for Bengali, Dev (1973); for
Turkish, Alderson & Iz (1959).


